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Greetings!
Another International Conference has come and

gone, and it was quite a weekend!  Sue Ellen,
Katrina and I had a great time, even though we hard-
ly left the IC 2005 Hospitality Suite.  The crowd num-
bered about 170 people, roughly 50% larger than this
year’s Region 2 Summit.  Along with Danny and
Denby Potts, Rich Trulson and Bill Hart, we paid a lot
of attention to how things were done, what worked,
and what didn’t work, and I think we picked up a lot
that will help make IC 2004 even better.  We have
set up a maillist for discussing next year’s IC, and
helping to plan it; if you’re interested in joining, let me
know, and I’ll sign you up.  We even got quite a few
registrations, which is very encouraging.  Danny pro-
duced a great looping video, which we left running on

a TV in the hospitality suite all weekend, and Sue
Ellen and Denby prepared and bought lots of snacks
and drinks for the visitors to partake of.  I made a dis-
play that showed some of the high points of our
plans, too.  All in all, I think we impressed a lot of
folks with our plans.

By the time you read this, Dragon Con will be over,
and we’ll be back with lots of news and photos from
the weekend.  Dragon Con is the biggest and best
Sci-Fi convention in the world each year – if you
missed this year’s, be sure to sign up early for next
year’s event.  It’s an experience that you will never
forget!

Pete
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Greetings!
If you haven’t visited the Starfleet Academy web site

recently, I can’t recommend enough that you should
give it a look!

The site’s been redesigned, made easier to navi-
gate, and organized into more coherent groupings.
It’s a great opportunity for those of you looking to
take OTS, OCC or Flag Officer’s School (FOS) since

they are all available from the
site directly. 

Even more important, because
they are available online, the
cost is greatly reduced as well.
In fact, any Starfleet Academy
course you can take online is
now free of charge!

There’s lots more to see there, so I’ll give you the e-
mail address: 

http://academy.sfi.org
Check it out!
If you haven’t accessed the online membership

database, you should think about getting access. The
database is located at: http://database.sfi.org, and
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you can gain a logon by e-mailing helpdesk@sfi.org.
The online database is a great way to keep track of

your membership status, the courses you’ve passed,
and several other issues related to your SFI member-
ship. A new feature that’s coming soon is that the SFI
Communique will be be available through the data-
base, so the moment the CQ becomes available, it
can be viewed online.  Looking at that database, I

see every member of the crew who has taken OTS
and OCC, which leads me back to the first item I
mentioned above... OTS and OCC are available
online, and just taking those two courses would be all
that’s necessary for some of you to move on to high-
er levels.

See you next month!

All times, dates and locations are subject to change.
Please contact Pete Mohney or any other command officer
before attending meetings if you haven’t been in touch
recently.

September 19 social meeting

October 6 business meeting

October 17 social meeting

October 17-19 Constellation convention, Huntsville

October 25 Florence Renaissance Fair

October 31 Halloween party

November 3 business meeting

November 8 Matrix Revolutions (tentative)

Nov 10 (?) Vulcan run water station?

November 21 social meeting

Sep 14 Bruce Hyde (Lt. Kevin Riley)
Sep 14 Walter Koenig (Pavel Chekov)
Sep 23 Rosalind Chao (Keiko O'Brien)

Previous Balance: 397.00

Income: 4.50 donation from 
yard sale

20.00 renewal
Expenses: -16.20 postage:

-10.00 Food:
-10.00 Printing costs

New Balance: 370.30
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There is a date on the mailing label on your Anvil, which
shows your Hephaestus expiration date, when you will cease
receiving your newsletter. I will include a renewal reminder
note in your last Anvil, encouraging you to renew. You can, of
course, renew whenever you like! It will always extend your
membership by a year.
The following is a list of those whose Starfleet International
membership expiration dates are known (I have your Starfleet

card with your expiration date on it).

Member Expires
Capt Yawn , Rodney Neil 8/13/2003
Yawn , Lynette 8/13/2003
Crowe , Wayne G. 9/9/2003
Cmdr Evans , Dennis 9/26/2003
Mohney , Katrina Leigh 10/13/2003
Po2 Mohney , Nicholas 10/13/2003
Radm Mohney , Pete 10/13/2003
Capt Mohney , Sue Ellen 10/13/2003
Cmdr Green Jr , Roy Curtis 10/28/2003
Cpo Fell , David  12/22/03
Lt Fell , James  12/22/03 
Capt Fell , Kristi  12/22/03

Member Expires
Radm Fell , Ron  12/22/03 
Fcapt Potts , Danny 2/21/2004
Ltcmdr Benton , Sheila Marie 2/21/2004
Ltcmdr Potts , Denby 2/21/2004
Cdt Potts , Matthew 2/21/2004
Youngblood , Haley 3/8/2004
Kelly, Tim 5/21/2004
Ltcmdr Simmons , Patricia 7/28/2004
Cmdr Lindsay , Mark 7/24/2004
Cdt Lindsay , Michelle L 7/24/2004
Ltcmdr Lindsay , Pamela 7/24/2004

Please welcome back Kristi Fell, who has returned to the
Hephaestus after several years.  She brings with her husband
Ron, and also David and James.  Welcome aboard!

Please also welcome the Lindsay family, Mark, Pamela and
Michelle, who have renewed their Starfleet family membership

for yet another year.  Glad to have you stay aboard!
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‘Do Comets Dream?’, by S.P. Somtow

Book Review by Danny Potts

It’s been a long time since I reviewed a book for
The Anvil, mostly because t he quality of Trek books,
in my opinion, had degenerated so far that I stopped
reading them for a while.

That changed recently, when I came across the
stand-alone novel, ‘Do Comets Dream?’, by S.P.
Somtow. Somtow, if you’ve never heard of him, is
well-known in speculative fiction, as well as being an
accomplished composer. Just seeing his name on the
cover was enough for me to grab the book, and I
couldn’t wait to read it.

Naturally, I hated it.

Not for the usual reasons, mind you. This book
could be judged from two 

points-of-view, and from one point-of-view, it’s an
exceptional book: a refreshing 

change from the usual Trek fiction formulae. I don’t
recall the Enterprise firing a single weapon in this
book, and ‘technobabble’ is non-existent. This isn’t a
book about how sexy Picard/Data/Troi/Worf/whoever

is… or about how creatively we can solve a problem
in the last 5 pages. 

‘Do Comets Dream’ is a lush story built on a culture
and belief system that is reminiscent of some Hindu
cultures. There are ties to traditions that are thou-
sands of years old, but are firmly grounded in reality.
There are characters who are coming to grip with
their beliefs, and characters accepting who they are.
On this level, it’s a great story with several charac-
ters who are interesting to speculate about their
motivations.

It’s an intriguing story of a culture built on the
belief that the universe is recycled every 5,000 years,
and how they deal with the sudden realization that
perhaps their holy books might be mistaken. There’s
a lot of wry irony in this book, if you apply it to
events from your own life.

If it’s all that, then how can I dislike it? Because
there’s another point-of-view to consider. This is a
Star Trek books, after all, and while the main charac-
ters of the book are not the Trek characters we know
and love, when those characters do show up, they
act so unlike themselves that I couldn’t help but
think that this book may have started life as another
book, and then had Trek characters retro-fitted in.
These characters we know so well just don’t act as
we know they would.

For example, there is a young man on the
Enterprise, Engvig, who hasn’t even set foot inside
Starfleet Academy (he apparently won an essay con-
test, and his prize was to be a passenger on the
Enterprise for a while) yet he is one of four people
who are beamed onto a comet’s surface for a poten-
tially hazardous mission? I find it hard to believe that
Jean-Luc Picard would allow such a thing, and even
harder to believe Worf would have him on his away
team.

Data acts like a season two Data, trying to simulate
excitement at being on an away mission, and doing it
quite badly. No one thinks to scan a comet they 

are about to fire upon until Deanna Troi makes
them aware that there’s something alive in it. Picard
allows a huge argument to take place in the trans-
porter room, putting his hand over his eyes and
shaking his head. 
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Command  Staff

Pete  Mohney,  Rear Admiral, Commanding Officer

Danny  Potts,  Fleet Captain – First Officer

Neil  Yawn,Col - Second Officer

Executive  Committee

Sue  Ellen  Mohney, Captain

Denby  Potts, Lt Cmdr

Dennis  Evans, Captain

Sciences

Roy  Green, Lt Col - Archaeology and Anthropology

Neil  Yawn, Col - Meteorology Specialist, SFMD

Computer  Sciences

Mark  Lindsay, Cmdr, Chief

Navigation

Pete Mohney

Engineering

Vacant

Cadet  Training

Nicholas  Mohney, Petty Officer Third Class

Michelle  Lindsay, Junior Cadet Specialist

Matthew  Potts

Katrina  Mohney

Katie  Cundiff

Kennith  Fuller

Unassigned  Crew  and  Civilians

Randy  Stephenson

Loma  Brown

Johnathan  Fuller

Roberta  Keele-FFuller

Wayne  Crowe

Operations

Sue  Ellen  Mohney, Captain, Chief of Operations and Counselor

Denby  Potts, Lt Cmdr, Ships Stores Officer and Secretary

Pete  Mohney, Commodore, Technical Information Officer

Sheila  Benton, Lt Cmdr, Stampede Coordinator, SFMD

Lynnette  Yawn, Ship's Galley Officer

Marines

Roy  Green, Lt Col

Neil  Yawn, Col, SFMD

Nancy  O'Shields, Maj

Communications

Dennis  Evans, Cmdr, Chief

Mark  Lindsay, Cmdr

Pat  Simmons, Lt Cmdr

Security

Roy  Green, Lt Col, Security Intelligence, Chief

Nancy  O'Shields, Maj

Lisa  Cardwell

Medical

Neil  Yawn, Col, Chief Medical Officer, SFMD

Sheila  Benton, Lt Cmdr, Vice Chief Medical Officer, SFMD

Pamela  Lindsay, Lt Cmdr, Acting Chief Medical Officer, Detatched

Nancy  O'Shields, Maj, SFMD

VTT!IFQIBFTUVT
DPNNBOE!TUSVDUVSF
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Even the characters introduced in the book don’t
appear to be well-focused. I still haven’t discovered
why the character of Engvig exists at all. He has
nothing to do in the story, or with the resolution,
except to be in the way. 

He’s supposedly studied the Enterprise like crazy,

but then he gets lost going to Ten-Forward. There’s
nothing Engvig did in the story that wouldn’t have
made more sense coming from another character. 

So, if it’s possible to give a book two reviews, I’d
give this book 3 out of 4 stars on story, but only 1
out of 4 stars on characters.

EENNTTEERRPPRRIISSEE

Prod  #  Title  Airdate

153 The Xindi 09/10/03

154 Anomaly 09/17/03

155 Extinction 09/24/03

156 Rajiin 10/01/03

157 Impulse 10/08/03

158 Sixth Episode 10/15/03

159 Xindi-Sloth 10/22/03

The Xindi
Written By: Rick Berman and Brannon Braga 
Directed By: Allan Kroeker

Guest Cast:
Steven Culp as Major Hayes 
Nathan Anderson as Sergent Kemper 
Marco Sanchez as Corporal Romero 
Daniel Dae Kim as Corporal Chang 
Richard Lineback as Kessick 
Stephen McHattie as Alien Foreman 
Chris Freeman as Alien Head Guard 
Randy Oglesby as Degra 
Scott MacDonald as Xindi-Reptilian 
Rick Worthy as Xindi-Sloth 
Tucker Smallwood as Xindi-Humanoid 
Adam Taylor Gordon as Young Trip 

Notes: 

7/15/03: The Official STAR TREK web site has posted a
new production report on the season three premiere of
ENTERPRISE, titled “The Xindi.” The report, which is the
first since season two wrapped in April, goes into exten-

sive detail on the ways in which the season opener begins
a new path for the rejuvenated ENTERPRISE as well as
listing new characters and guest stars. 

“This segment begins a multi-episode arc that follows the
NX-01’s journey into the Delphic Expanse…” seemingly tak-
ing a leaf out of the DS9 book, which often dealt with arc
stories such as the Dominion War. “With a nine-day shoot-
ing schedule under the direction of Allan Kroeker, “Xindi”
gave the various production departments some of their
biggest challenges since the series pilot “Broken Bow.” 

As the title suggests, the episode centres on the mysteri-
ous Xindi, creating a great deal of work not only for
Michael Westmore’s make-up team, but also the special FX
department. “We learn in this episode that there are actu-
ally several sentient species of Xindi, all collaborating in
the campaign against humanity, including “Xindi-
Reptilians,” “Xindi-Sloths” and the simpler “Xindi-
Humanoids.” We’ll also be seeing “Xindi-Insectoids” and
“Xindi-Aquatics,” but they’ll be computer generated by Dan
Curry’s and Ronald B. Moore’s visual effects team.” 

There was plenty of work to spread round all areas of the
production team, including Herman Zimmerman with the
production design. “The script calls for [a Xindi] complex
to be filled with a murky blue haze, and blue residue cak-
ing the walls (the mined substance is called “trellium”). So
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the production crew not only dressed the mine sets with
painted rocks and quartz crystals, but also brought in bags
and bags of blue-dyed Styrofoam. A blue-tinted smoke
filled the sets during the shooting, and the actors involved
in those scenes including Scott Bakula were lucky enough
to be smeared with blue dust.” 

Finally, details of the new marine style characters becomes
clearer, as details of character and actor names as well as
the team’s title are revealed for the first time. “A signifi-
cant new element in the show this season is the presence
of a military contingent, as mentioned in “The Expanse.”
These soldiers are referred to as MACOs, standing for
“Military Assault Command Operations.” The team is led by
a notable actor for STAR TREK fans; Steven Culp plays
‘Major Hayes’ known to many fans by now as Commander
Riker’s replacement as First Officer, Commander Martin
Madden in Star Trek Nemesis. 

There are a contingent of other guest and recurring roles,
filled by many Trek alumni: 

Nathan Anderson (‘Namon’ in VOYAGER’S “Nemesis”)
plays ‘Sergeant Kempe’

Daniel Dae Kim (‘Gotana-Retz’ VOYAGER’S “Blink of an
Eye”) plays ‘Corporal Chang’. 

Richard Lineback 
Stephen McHattie 
Randy Oglesby 
Scott MacDonald
Rick Worthy
Tucker Smallwood.

Anomaly
Written By: Mike Sussman
Directed By: David Straiton

Guest Cast:
Julia Rose as McKenzie 
Nathan Anderson as Sergent Kemper 
Robert Rusler as Orgoth 
Sean McGowan as Hawkins 
Kenneth A. White as Engineering Crewman 
Ken Lally as Security Guard 1 
Ryan Honey as Security Guard 2 

Notes:

7/24/03: The official STAR TREK web site has posted its
second production report for ENTERPRISE’s third season:

“Anomaly.” As alluded to previously, the episode will
involve floating objects and weird distortions onboard the
NX-01, bringing to fruition some of the strange dangers of
the Expanse foreshadowed in last season’s finale. 

“The on-set production crew and the visual effects team
worked together to defy the laws of physics in scenes
where objects ignore the ship’s gravity plating in erratic
ways, where “distortion waves” ripple throughout the
decks, and plasma discharges turn Engineering into a
giant Tesla coil,” reports the site. 

Written by co-producer Mike Sussman and directed by
David Straiton, “Anomaly” makes use of two new
Enterprise sets: the command center, and the Brig, where
an alien called an Osaarian is captured after raising the
vulnerable ship. Other sets include the interior of a giant
space structure that the crew finds and investigates inside
the Expanse. 

Guest roles for the episode, as already reported, include a
female MACO soldier named ‘McKenzie’ and an alien
named ‘Orgoth’. The former is played by TREK newcomer
Julia Rose and BABYLON 5 veteran Robert Rusler plays the
alien raider. Actor Nathan Anderson returns as ‘Sergent
Kemper’ from the premiere, “The Xindi.”

Extinction
Written By: Rick Berman and Brannon Braga 

Notes:

7/11/03: Even as production began today on the second
episode of ENTERPRISE’s third season, news of its third
installment has seeped out today. Not much is known
about “Extinction,” but sources inform us that at least two
new Enterprise crewmembers will be involved: ‘Palmer’
and ‘Chang’. 

The story will revolve around aliens that can impersonate
anyone, including the captain and others. The episode
may also include a planetary away mission.

Extinction
Written By: Rick Berman and Brannon Braga 

Notes: 

7/11/03: Even as production began today on the second
episode of ENTERPRISE’s third season, news of its third
installment has seeped out today. Not much is known
about “Extinction,” but sources inform us that at least two
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new Enterprise crewmembers will be involved: ‘Palmer’
and ‘Chang’. 

The story will revolve around aliens that can impersonate
anyone, including the captain and others. The episode
may also include a planetary away mission.

Rajiin
Written By: Brent V. Friedman 
Directed By: Mike Vejar

Guest Cast:
Nikita Ager as Rajiin 

Notes:

8/14/03: Episode four of ENTERPRISE’s season three
has been changed from “Enemy Advances” to “Rajiin,”
according to the latest production report at the official
STAR TREK web site. In the episode, Archer and his crew
visit an alien outpost on a mysterious planet inside the
Expanse. Much of the action takes place on an alien
bazaar that is actually a floating city. 

The plot centers around an alien concubine—‘Rajiin’—who
seeks refuse with the Enterprise crew when they visit the
settlement to procure a chemical protectant againt the
detrimental effects of the Expanse. The alien “siren” is
played by actress Nikita Ager, described by Dominic
Keating (‘Reed’) thusly: “This girl is HOT! Oh my word. I
forgot my lines a couple of times.” Ager appears in the
upcoming television movie MERMAIDS. 

Written by new consulting producer Brent V. Friedman,
“Rajiin” will highlight set design that “was built to look like
a floating city assembled from a hodge-podge of barges,
platforms and vessels,” according to the report. “In post-
production, the visual effects team will create the broader
scope of this setting, establishing it as an artificial island
on an ocean world.” 

The Xindi council will return in this episode, as will actors
Scott MacDonald as a ‘Xindi-Reptilian’, Randy Oglesby and
Tucker Smallwood as ‘Xindi-Humanoids’ and Rick Worthy
as a ‘Xindi-Sloth’. Acquatics and Insectoids will be added
digitally. 

An alien chemist named ‘Brat Ud’ will be played actor Dell
Yount. The episode will also feature plenty of MACO com-
mando characters and additional Xindi-Reptilians played by
stuntmen. 

Directed by Mike Vejar, “Rajiin” is described as “ambitious”
and has required additional second unit days to complete

all the necessary footage. The episode will air in October. 

You can reach the original report and a first photograph of
one of the locale’s alien inhabitants here. 

7/21/03: More information has seeped out about
ENTERPRISE’s third season, with the NX-01 and her crew
in the deadly Expanse and on the hunt for information
about the mysterious Xindi in episode four, “Enemy
Advances.” 

The story involves Archer and his away team’s search for
information at an alien marketplace in the Expanse.
Looking for a chemist named ‘B’Rat’ to arrange a deal,
Archer, Trip and Reed encounter strange inhabitants of the
locale. One even has orange skin and speaks in a type of
indecipherable sonic-tone language sounded through bub-
bles it blows out of its mouth.

In addition to his deal, B’Rat suggets the Enterprisers to
another character for information about the Xindi, an alien
trader named ‘ZJOD’ who attempts to sell the captain an
exotic concubine rather than provide any useful informa-
tion. One of the prostitutes, a woman named ‘Rajiin’,
escapes from ZJOD’s pen and Archer sympathetically
offers her refuge. 

The story will revolve around aliens that can impersonate
anyone, including the captain and others. The episode
may also include a planetary away mission.

Impulse
Written By: Jonathan Fernandez (teleplay); Jonathan
Fernandez and Terry Matalas (story) 
Directed By: David Livingston

Notes:

8/22/03: PsiPhi has revealed the first information about
ENTERPRISE’s fifth episode this upcoming season:
“Impulse.” 

According to a brief plot synopsis available on the site, the
Enterprise responds to a distress call from a Vulcan ship
inside the Expanse. When they arrive and board the ves-
sel, however, they make a startling discovery: “insane
zombie-like Vulcans” attack the boarding party. 

“Impulse” is the first ENTERPRISE script by Jonathan
Fernandez, from a story by Fernandez and Terry Matalas,
an ENTERPRISE production associate of several years.
Jonathan Fernandez may refer to Juan Carlos Fernandez,
the show’s script coordinator. The episode was directed by
veteran David Livingston.
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Xindi-Sloth

Notes: 

8/22/03: Sources have revealed the first information
about the seventh episode of ENTERPRISE’s third season,
centering around one of the five subspecies of Xindi, the
Xindi-Sloth. Presently titled simply, “Xindi-Sloth,” the
episode has Archer and crew embarking on a mission to
destroy a Xindi-Sloth weapons facility before it can manu-
facture another generation weapon to be used against
Earth. 

When Archer meets the Sloth leader of the facility, an enti-

ty named ‘Gralik’, he is told that the Sloth are forced to
create the weapon by other Xindi subspecies, including a
particular Xindi-Humanoid. Gralik tells Archer that a sixth
subspecies—Xindi-Avians—were wiped out in a war with
Reptilians and Insectoids that resulted in the destruction
of the Xindi’s homeworld. 

Although Archer feels sympathy for the position of Gralik,
he has no choice but to destroy the facility before it can
manufacture another weapon. But even as he and the
Enterprise MACO’s prepare to launch their strike, a Xindi-
Reptilian and Humanoid show up to rain on the party...

Actor  Tucker  Smallwood  Talks  Role  of  ‘Xindi-
Humanoid’

Guest actor Tucker Smallwood,
an established genre performer
who appeared in STAR TREK:
VOYAGER’s “In the Flesh,” plays
a ‘Xindi-Humanoid’ in
ENTERPRISE’s upcoming third
season. The Xindi Council, of
which Smallwood’s character is a
member, appears in two
episodes so far—“The Xindi” and
“Rajiin.” Smallwood participated

in a Q&A at TrekNation about his role and his career. 

The actor discussed the make-up process for the Xindi
character, a look that has yet to be fully revealed. 

“Do I wear much make-up? Well, I’m not sitting in the
sloth or reptile make-up chair, so I can’t really speak to

that; I can tell you it’s considerably more make-up than
I’ve ever before experienced,” Smallwood explains. “It’s
about 1 ½ hours of hair and make-up going in; an addi-
tional 45 minutes getting out...and that’s not something
you want to rush, no matter how late or tired you are. Not
if you value your skin! It’s a prosthetic that ranges from
mid skull to my cheekbones, and so tight around my eyes,
it actually changes my prescription. I have to type up my
sides in 14pt bold, apparently I can no longer squint to
focus in make-up. There’s no CGI in my character.” 

He says playing scenes of the Xindi Council involves
quite a bit of imagination. 

“The insects are represented by two actors in black suits
with white stripes; the fish are completely imaginary to
us,” he reveals. “Ultimately, it’s not that different from nat-
uralistic scenes, more often than not; on close shots,
we’re looking at a mark, rather than into the characters
eyes. It’s important to have an image in your mind’s eye
of the being to whom you’re speaking.”

LeVar  Burton  Directs  Andre  Bormanis-PPenned
“Extinction”

The official STAR TREK web site has
debuted its new look and along with it,
the latest production report for
ENTERPRISE’s third season. In episode
three, “Extinction,” the crew locates a
crashed Xindi vessel on a planet and
becomes infected with a bioagent that
mutates their physical appearances, a
transformation requiring creature make-

up. 

The episode was directed by LeVar Burton and written

by story editor Andre Bormanis. The crew comes under
fire—literally—from alien “decontamination agents” who
are intent on destroying the infected Enterprisers before
they can find a cure. The locale for the episode is a jungle
and some underground cavern sets that the report says
will be digitally enhanced later to produce a “spectacular”
story point. 

Most of the regular cast had to perform in alien mutation
appliances for five of the episode’s seven day shoot. We’ll
get to see a mutated Xindi Sloth, as well as plenty of stunt
work. The guest cast includes Roger Cross as ‘Tret’—the
leader of the decon team—and Daniel Dae Kim as MACO
‘Corporal Chang’ from “The Xindi.”
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Pow! Bam! Oo-la-la! It’s new ‘Enterprise’

Latest ‘Star Trek’ boosts adrenaline for 3rd
season

LOS ANGELES, California (AP) — When the director
calls “Action!” on the set of UPN’s “Enterprise,” stuff really
flies. 

A vase being used as a club smashes and scatters as a
beautiful alien spy whacks chief engineer Charles “Trip”
Tucker III across the back of his skull. 

Guest star Nikita Ager is wielding the weapon on the
Paramount Studios soundstage. She’s playing the seduc-
tive Rajiin, who’s wormed her away aboard the starship
Enterprise. Dressed in nearly transparent pajamas, she has
a bar code tattooed across her upper torso and purple
lenses in her eyes. 

Ager hasn’t hit Connor Trinneer, who plays Trip, but
rather his stunt double, Shawn Crowder. While Crowder
gets up, looking a bit stunned, Trinneer gets a bloody fake
gash dabbed on his head, then steps in to do the dia-
logue. 

Even with stunt doubles, the cast members of this “Star
Trek” prequel series are far from coddled. “See this bruise,
see this bruise, this one,” says Jolene Blalock, who plays
Vulcan subcommander T’Pol. “And I love every one of
them.” 

Blalock emphasizes there’s definitely more action on the
third season of the UPN series, which premieres
September 10. Now in reruns, the show airs Wednesdays
(8 p.m ET). 

Earlier, T’Pol was in a “girl fight” with Rajiin. Stunt dou-
bles handled some of the scuffle. Then the actresses took
over. Rajiin pushed T’Pol hard onto the floor of the
Enterprise’s sleeping quarters and hypnotized her into sub-
mission. 

Opening up

T’Pol has a new look, part of the producers’ overall effort
to boost the energy and imagination of the series, which
lost viewers last season. 

Her work clothes are still cat suits, but in white and
bright pastels rather than her drab brown outfits of previ-
ous seasons. Her bobbed Vulcan hairstyle is “slightly
longer, slightly lighter,” Blalock says. “But, of course, I
wouldn’t want to cover my ears!” 

Half-Vulcan, half-human Mr. Spock, played by Leonard
Nimoy in the ‘60s “Star Trek” series, had pointy ears and

slash-angled eyebrows. 

T’Pol, a full Vulcan, also has those traits. But her decision
to defy her race’s commanders and stick with human co-
workers following last season’s Earth-threatening finale
means she may now open up emotionally. 

“I think it’s great to have that character let her hair
down a little bit and engage more,” says Trinneer. “Spock,
because he was half-human, was very curious about stuff,
and giving T’Pol some of that is a good thing.” 

Along with providing comic relief for the show, Tucker
now has personal tragedy to cope with. He lost his sister
in the finale’s cataclysm—an attack by a previously
unknown alien group called the Xindi—and he’s been hav-
ing some sleepless nights as a result. 

T’Pol’s Vulcan acupuncture techniques are helping, but
Trinneer says he doesn’t know whether romance will
ensue, despite Trekkie fan speculation that it might. “A
back rub is pretty much it,” he grins. 

‘Ante is up’

Assuming the terse Vulcan manner, Blalock sniffs at that
description. 

“That’s really a little too forward and sexy. We like to call
it neuropressure, a medical reason for touching!” 

Whatever the rub, all the characters are undergoing
change this season as the 22nd-century spaceship seeks
out the menacing Xindi. 

Series creators Rick Berman and Brannon Braga have
created a story line that allows for weekly conflict and res-
olution, but is essentially a 26-episode mission, “where
there is a ticking clock ... where Earth and humanity are at
stake.” 

Berman compares the structure to the original “Fugitive”
series, with a singular direction and purpose, but also the
opportunity for each episode to stand alone. 

Scott Bakula, who plays Capt. Jonathan Archer, says the
new season is “less about protocol, more about the job to
do.” Besides commanding the Enterprise crew, Archer now
supervises a tough onboard military team. 

The “ante is up” on the action this season, Bakula says.
“A great shot of adrenaline” has been pumped in, along
with “crazy fun.” 

Ager would agree the franchise continues to push new
frontiers: “I’ve got bikinis bigger than the outfit Rajiin
wears when she’s first seen. The costumer arrived with
what looked like a roll of string to be strategically placed. I
went, this is ‘Star Trek’? He went, ‘Yep!’ “
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TREK  Back  in  Style:  UPN  Touts  Moniker  in  Promo
Featuring  First  S3  Footage

UPN aired the first new
footage from the third sea-
son of ENTERPRISE last
night, proudly marketing
the show as STAR TREK
ENTERPRISE, emblazened
across a familiar silver
Starfleet arrowhead. Earlier

spots featuring old footage also referred to the show using
the franchise moniker rather than simply ENTERPRISE. 

The 30-second promo spot, called “Captain’s Log,”

frames new footage of the season premiere around Scott
Bakula’s starlog about the new mission into the
Expanse.”After Earth was brutally attacked by an unknown
species, the Xindi... an elite military group joined
Enterprise in our search for these aliens,” Archer says over
quick shots of MACO characters brandishing rifles about
the ship. 

The commercial also includes brief glimipses of the Xindi
Council Chamber and its alien inhabitants, as well as some
footage from last year’s season finale. The promo ends
with the premiere date “09.10.2003” and Archer’s words:
“We don’t know what we will find here, but there’s no
turning back.”

UPN Searches for Identity, Network’s
Ostroff Says ‘T’Pol’ Will Sex It Up

ENTERRISE network UPN is under the microscope in a
new article by the Associated Press with remarks from a
television analyst and UPN president Dawn Ostroff. Ostroff
says UPN’s new season is trying to develop a kind of iden-
tity the network has lacked in its previous nine seasons. 

“I would like people to have a distinct opinion of what
UPN is, where our identity is clearly defined - a network
targeted to 18-to-34-year-olds that is bold, adventurous
and fun,” she tells the AP. 

The network’s new blend of comedies containing mostly
black casts with comedies containing more white cast
members than in recent memory was inspired by Fox’s
successful combination of IN LIVING COLOR and MARRIED

WITH CHILDREN years ago.
The article says declining fran-
chise vehicles like wrestling
and STAR TREK were largely
to blame for the network’s
18% decline last season. 

Ostroff termed ENTERPRISE
a “disappointment” in its sec-
ond year but added that
improvement is expected this
season with Scott Bakula’s
character having new back-
bone while Jolene Blalock’s

‘T’Pol’ sexes it up. According to Ostroff, the Vulcan “will
explore her sexual side... She’ll let loose a little bit.”

T’Pol  Blue  With  Envy:  First  Photo  of  New  Low-CCut
Costume

The official STAR TREK web site has revealed the much
talked about new costume for Jolene Blalock’s ‘T’Pol’ in

four new photos from the season pre-
miere, “The Xindi.” 

The new blue outfit maintains the char-
acter’s form-fitting style and adds a low-
cut v-neck down the center. With its belt,
pastel hue, and white collar, the dud is
reminiscient of the costumes from STAR
TREK: THE MOTION PICTURE. 

The Associated Press visited the ENTER-
PRISE sets for the filming of the fourth episode, “Rajiin,”
and Blalock says she’ll have some new hair to go with the

new look. “[It’s] slightly longer, slightly lighter,” Blalock
says. “But, of course, I wouldn’t want to cover my ears!” 

T’Pol isn’t the only woman on the ENTERPRISE set
reavealing a little skin with a new costume; actress Nikita
Ager, who plays the concubine ‘Rajiin’ in the episode, says
she was stunned when shown what she wears in her char-
acter’s introduction. 

“I’ve got bikinis bigger than the outfit Rajiin wears when
she’s first seen,” Ager says. “The costumer arrived with
what looked like a roll of string to be strategically placed. I
went, this is STAR TREK? He went, ‘Yep!’” 

It no doubt comes in handy during the “girl fight” where
Rajiin pins T’Pol to the ground in what is assuredly one of
those famous ENTERPRISE “sensual” moments, according
to the AP’s report.
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Brannon  Braga  Takes  on  Continuity  Hounds,  Joins
Berman  in  Hyping  “Edgier”  Season  3

ENTERPRISE co-creator and executive producer Brannon
Braga is tired of hearing fans complain about so-called
continuity breaches in the STAR TREK prequel. This
according to comments by the exec in the latest issue of
the UK’s STAR TREK Monthly. 

“I totally and completely disagree. It’s the dumbest com-
ment in the world and I am so tired of hearing it,” he says
strongly when asked point-blank about playing fast and
loose with TREK continuity, in excerpts available at Sci-Fi
Pulse. “What have we done? Give me one good example.
There are some picayune things that we have chosen to
do. We have not broken the rules, but we have bent rules.
But there’s nothing that important. It’s not like we’ve stat-
ed that Kirk never existed. What have we done?” 

Braga continues, challenging fans to point out legitimate
breaches in STAR TREK continuity. 

“In fact, we’re very slavish to the continuity,” he explains.
“I’ve got people on staff who do nothing but check the
continuity. We’re constantly aware of it and we use it.
We’re very aware of it. In fact, I enjoy figuring out the
continuity. One of the reasons that I never really did any-
thing with the Romulans, besides the fact that people did-
n’t really seem to be very interested in them in Nemesis, it
that we couldn’t do anything with the Romulans. It had
been stated that no one had seen them before. So what
were we going to do? Have guys in helmets all the time?
We are extremely aware. If the readers can give me
examples of significant breaches in the continuity, please
do.” 

Braga previews the season three arc, saying fans who
have been waiting for a more serialized story will be
pleased. 

“The fans that have been screaming for more continuity
are going to be in spasms of ecstasy over this, because
this is a continuing storyline,” he says. “We’re really trying
to do this show in a way that’s very different. Some peo-
ple who’ve read the scripts so far have said, ‘My God, this
is fantastic. Thank you for doing this.’ So the response has

been very positive so far. But what will people think? What
will the fans think? Will it be too different? Will they be
interested in this storyline? If they’re interested in strange
aliens, if they’re interested in war - edged jeopardy, if
they’re interested in pushing our characters further, if
they’re interested in something which has more of a sense
of a direction and a continuing focus, then they are going
to love this. If they like weird Sci-Fi and special effects
they’re going to love this.” 

The exec says despite all the naysaying in the media and
fan circles of late, ENTERPRISE reactions aren’t universally
negative. 

“Believe it or not, there is a faction of the audience that
love ENTERPRISE just the way it is,” he points out. “I read
a pair of fascinating, really thoughtful little essays about
Enterprise in one of the sci fi magazines, one person hat-
ing Enterprise and the other loving the show. They both
had really good points. So, as I said, we’ll see how people
respond.” 

In the same issue, executive producer Rick Berman
reveals more details about the season premiere “The
Xindi.” 

“It’s a pretty complex episode,” Berman says. “And we’ve
got everything from changes in sets to new recurring
characters to new costumes and new looks for existing
characters. Also, the tone of the first script is suggesting
to everyone that we’ve got a tighter, more taut and, dare I
use the word, ‘edgier’ television series.” 

Berman says some of the Xindi species may have subti-
tled dialogue. 

“Well we have five different species of Xindi. We’re going
to see all five of them in the first episodes, at least
glimpses of them. Three of them will be portrayed by
actors and two of them will be realised by computer - ani-
mated characters. Right now the thinking is that at least
one of the animated Xindi characters will require subtitles,
so that you can understand what they’re saying. And it
could very well end up that both of the computer animat-
ed characters, the insectoids and the aquatics, will be sub-
titled.”

Episode  Four  Brings  Island  Bazaar  to  Life

Episode four of ENTERPRISE’s season three has been
changed from “Enemy Advances” to “Rajiin,” according to
the latest production report at the official STAR TREK web
site. In the episode, Archer and his crew visit an alien out-
post on a mysterious planet inside the Expanse. Much of
the action takes place on an alien bazaar that is actually a
floating city. 

The plot centers around an alien concubine—‘Rajiin’—
who seeks refuse with the Enterprise crew when they visit
the settlement to procure a chemical protectant againt the
detrimental effects of the Expanse. The alien “siren” is
played by actress Nikita Ager, described by Dominic
Keating (‘Reed’) thusly: “This girl is HOT! Oh my word. I
forgot my lines a couple of times.” Ager appears in the
upcoming television movie MERMAIDS. 
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Written by new consulting producer Brent V. Friedman,
“Rajiin” will highlight set design that “was built to look like
a floating city assembled from a hodge-podge of barges,
platforms and vessels,” according to the report. “In post-
production, the visual effects team will create the broader
scope of this setting, establishing it as an artificial island
on an ocean world.” 

The Xindi council will return in this episode, as will actors
Scott MacDonald as a ‘Xindi-Reptilian’, Randy Oglesby and
Tucker Smallwood as ‘Xindi-Humanoids’ and Rick Worthy
as a ‘Xindi-Sloth’. Acquatics and Insectoids will be added

digitally. 

An alien chemist named ‘Brat Ud’ will be played actor
Dell Yount. The episode will also feature plenty of MACO
commando characters and additional Xindi-Reptilians
played by stuntmen. 

Directed by Mike Vejar, “Rajiin” is described as “ambi-
tious” and has required additional second unit days to
complete all the necessary footage. The episode will air in
October.

Archer  Begins  to  Unravel  Mystery  of  the  Expanse
With  Help  of  “Xindi-SSloth”  in  7th  Episode  

Sources have revealed the first
information about the seventh
episode of ENTERPRISE’s third sea-
son, centering around one of the
five subspecies of Xindi, the Xindi-
Sloth. Presently titled simply, “Xindi-
Sloth,” the episode has Archer and
crew embarking on a mission to
destroy a Xindi-Sloth weapons facili-
ty before it can manufacture another
generation weapon to be used

against Earth. 

When Archer meets the Sloth leader of the facility, an
entity named ‘Gralik’, he is told that the Sloth are forced to
create the weapon by other Xindi subspecies, including a
particular Xindi-Humanoid. Gralik tells Archer that a sixth
subspecies—Xindi-Avians—were wiped out in a war with
Reptilians and Insectoids that resulted in the destruction
of the Xindi’s homeworld. 

Although Archer feels sympathy for the position of Gralik,
he has no choice but to destroy the facility before it can
manufacture another weapon. But even as he and the
Enterprise MACO’s prepare to launch their strike, a Xindi-
Reptilian and Humanoid show up to rain on the party...

Rick  Berman  and  Anthony  Montgomery  Talk  Season
Three  With  UK’s  New  Icon  Magazine

Loud Vision Publications has
launched a brand new science
fiction/genre magazine in the
United Kingdom, Icon. The sec-
ond issue of the publication, now
available in the UK, includes
interviews with ENTERPRISE pro-
ducer Rick Berman and actor
Anthony Montgomery
(‘Mayweather’) about the upcom-
ing third season of the show.
Berman says the new direction

won’t change the fundamentals of the show’s STAR TREK
characters. 

“We have episodes that are going to deal with planets
that have Western-like Humans living on them,” Berman
told the mag. “We’ve also got stories that deal with the
bizarre spatial anomalies that exist within the Expanse. It’s
going in a very mysterious and exciting direction. The

crew will have been hardened to some degree, but they’re
still STAR TREK characters and they’re still on a path that’s
going towards the Starfleet people that we know are going
to exist in 100 years beyond them. But they’ve got a new
mission now and there’s a definite edge to them.” 

Berman also talks about the miscasting of actress
Genevieve Bujold originally as ‘Janeway’ on VOYAGER.
Montgomery, for his part, says the new season will be full
of surprises. 

“I’m glad that we’re coming into it like this,” he says.
“Travis is going to exert and exude a lot more confidence
over this next season. I have a feeling that they’re going
to have him step up into some commanding roles in vari-
ous situations. That’s not really in the first episode. The
first episode picks up a little bit after where we left off
from the finale. You get a sense in the opener of the
intensity that our ship and crew are about to experience.
It’s going to be a lot of fun. Apparently, from what I’ve
been told, our show has been under fire for needing to
spice things up a little bit. And I think we’re going to cap-
ture a lot of people’s attention with the Xindi.” 
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Michael  Dorn  Talks  Future  of  TREK  Movies,  Says
TNG  Still  Has  Life  Left  in  It

Empire Magazine online just has
posted an exclusive new interview
with actor Michael Dorn (‘Worf’)
about his work on STAR TREK, in
which he comments on the future
of the feature film franchise. 

“Let’s be honest, Paramount are
not going to lose money on NEME-
SIS.” Dorn told the site “And I
think the people at Paramount are
smart enough to know the NEXT

GENERATION cast has been very popular, and to just say,
‘OK, let’s forget it. Let’s start all over again with new faces’
would probably be the kiss of death,” he says. “All they

have to do is go back and do another film like STAR TREK:
FIRST CONTACT and everything would be fine. That was
just a perfect STAR TREK movie.” 

Dorn, who says he enjoyed his stint on DEEP SPACE
NINE because it allowed his character to grow more, says
he hopes he hasn’t played the grumpy Klingon for the last
time but if fate has other plans, he’s pleased with his con-
tribution. 

“It would be great if I get to play Worf again, but other-
wise I think I’ve established him as a very strong charac-
ter who’s probably going to be up there with the most
popular STAR TREK characters. My work on STAR TREK
has given me a great sense of accomplishment. I would
like to think I’ve had a hand in keeping STAR TREK popu-
lar and making the Klingons interesting.”

Court  Rules  Against  ‘Star  Trek’  Actress

.c The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A federal appeals court reject-
ed a “Star Trek” actress’ lawsuit against dating service

Matchmaker.com, ruling that a
fake Internet profile posted
with the star’s comely image
was not the company’s fault.

The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals said Wednesday the
personal profile information
published on Matchmaker’s
service is solely up to the
user’s discretion and the com-
pany is immune from the law-
suit.

Christianne Carafano, who uses the stage name Chase
Masterson, has appeared in numerous films and television
programs, most notably starring as the alien character
Leeta on the TV series “Star Trek: Deep Space Nine.”

Carafano sued Matchmaker after learning that an online
profile using her photos had been created in 1999. The
profile included her home address, phone number and text
stating she sought a dominant man with “a strong sexual
appetite.”

Carafano received calls and e-mails from would-be suit-
ors, who believed the actress was looking for a date
online. She said she felt unsafe in her home and moved to
hotels in Los Angeles for months with her son.

Matchmaker took the phony profile down, but only days
after the initial request from Carafano’s representatives.

“I am shocked, and I’m devastated,” Carafano told The
Associated Press.  “It’s obvious that Matchmaker partici-
pated in the creation of the profile which listed my home
address in combination with blatant sexually explicit lies.”

“As a result, I received a note from someone threatening
to brutally stalk and rape me and kill my son,” she said.
“Matchmaker was not a passive vehicle.”

Matchmaker is operated by Terra Lycos. Calls seeking
comment from the company were not immediately
returned.

Copyright 2003 The Associated Press. The informa-
tion contained in the AP news report may not be
published, broadcast, rewritten or otherwise dis-
tributed without the prior written authority of The
Associated Press. All active hyperlinks have been
inserted by AOL.

OTHER  STAR  TREK  NEWS
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WORDSEARCH
“VOYAGER”

FIND  THE  VOYAGER  CHARACTERS  OR  EPISODE  TITTLES  IN  THE  PUZZLE  BELOW,  WORDS  RUN  UP,

DOWN,  DIAGONALLY,  FORWARD  OR  BACKWARD.

JANEWAY
CHAKOTAY
TORRES
PARIS
NEELIX
THE DOCTOR
TUVOK
SEVEN OF NINE
HARRY
KES
PHAGE
PARALLAX
EMANATIONS

CARETAKER
CATHEXIS
FACES
JETREL
INITIATIONS
PROJECTIONS
ELOGIUM
TWISTED
PARTURITION
TATTOO
MANEUVERS
RESISTANCE
PROTOTYPE

ALLIANCES
THRESHOLD
MELD
DREADNOUGHT
LIFESIGNS
INVESTIGATIONS
DEADLOCK
INNOCENCE
TUVIX
RESOLUTIONS
BASICS
REMEMBER
WARLORD
MACROCOSM
CODA
UNITY
DARKLING
RISE
DISPLACED
SCORPION
NEMESIS
REVULSION
HUNTERS
PREY
RETROSPECT
UNFORGETTABLE
DEMON
IMPERFECTION
DRIVE
REPRESSION
NIGHTINGALE
SHATTERED
LINEAGE
REPENTANCE
PROPHECY
WORKFORCE
HOMESTEAD
ENDGAME


